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Eastern Echo exit poll results Joe Biden wins
Michigan Democratic
from EMU Honors College
presidential primary
AUSTIN ELLIOTT

At just after 9 p.m. on election night,
the Associated Press declared Joe Biden
the winner of the Democratic presidential
primary in Michigan.
With 100% of precincts reporting, Biden
has won Washtenaw County with 47.6%
of the vote, leading Sanders who has 45%.
Sanders underperformed here compared
to 2016, when he beat Clinton by about 12
percentage points in the county.
Biden is also doing very well in Kent
County, home of Grand Rapids. With over
half of precincts reporting, Biden is in the
lead by about 1,500 votes. In 2016, Sanders
carried the county against Clinton by over
17,000 votes.
Tonight’s results were starkly different
from those of 2016. Sanders won Michigan
by 1.5 points then, and he carried the vast

majority of rural counties in the state. This
year, Biden was a clear favorite in rural
counties. As of 1 a.m., Sanders is only
leading in one county.
Biden has also been declared the winner
in Mississippi and Missouri. The wins come
after Biden’s impressive showing in South
Carolina and on Super Tuesday, when his
campaign was catapulted back to frontrunner
status.
Biden’s wins on “Super Tuesday 2”
tonight have solidified his frontrunner status,
and some Democrats are calling for Sanders
to exit the race or for the DNC to cancel
future debates, including House Majority
Whip James Clyburn, a key endorsement for
Biden’s campaign.
There are still 31 states and territories that
have yet to vote, and primary elections will
continue to be held through June 6.
The rest of the results in Michigan will
continue to come in throughout the night.
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SIGNS OUTSIDE OF THE EMU HONORS COLLEGE IN SUPPORT OF THE WASHTENAW COMMUNITY COLLEGE MILLAGE

AUSTIN ELLIOTT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Eastern Echo conducted an
unscientific exit poll at the EMU Honors
College on election day to learn more
about voters from those precincts and how
they compare to other voters in Washtenaw
County and in Michigan.
It’s important to note that this data is
only from two precincts in Ypsilanti, both of
which vote at the EMU Honors College.
All EMU students who are registered to
vote at their address on campus vote at the
Honors College. Out of those who responded
to our poll, only around 25% of voters
were EMU students. It’s important to note
that EMU has a large number of commuter
students, who would be voting in their
hometowns. Additionally, our poll is only of
voters who went to the polls on election day,
and a lot of students vote by absentee as well.
Although only approximately one in four
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voters at the Honors College was an EMU
student, the vast majority of voters were
under 50 years old. Approximately 90% of
respondents were younger than 50 years old.
Younger voters made up a supermajority in
our poll, with around 70% of voters being
under 30.
Approximately 87% of respondents voted
for Bernie Sanders, while about 9% voted
for Joe Biden. This is very close to the actual
precinct results, as Sanders won 86% of the
vote in the two precincts from the Honors
College and Joe Biden won 13%.
Young voters have been one of Sanders’
biggest strengths so far in the primary, and
these precincts that skewed heavily towards
young voters also voted overwhelmingly for
Sanders.
Voters in our poll were split between
healthcare and social issues being the most
important issue this election cycle. 30%
said healthcare was the most important,
with another 30% citing social issues.
Foreign policy and the economy were the
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least important issues in our poll, only 11%
of voters chose one of those issues as their
priority.
On the topic of healthcare, 90% of
respondents are in favor of a single-payer
healthcare system that abolishes private
insurance, which is a staple of the Sanders
campaign. The same number of respondents
also said they support tuition-free public
colleges and universities, another major
pillar of Sanders’ campaign.
And while we don’t have demographics
for specific precincts, the demographics
of our exit poll are very close to the
demographics of Washtenaw County. 70%
of respondents were white and 19% were
African American. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, 74% of Washtenaw County
residents are white, while around 12% are
African American.
Thank you to Ronia Cabansag, Gracie
Thompson, and Dan D’Introno for gathering
data for this poll.
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Opinion: Michigan is a model for Opinion: Why Joe
electoral reform, though it still
Biden won Michigan
has room to improve voting rights
HEATHER WEIGEL
OPINIONS EDITOR

HEATHER WEIGEL
OPINIONS EDITOR

In 2018, Michigan cemented its status as
a state to look at for electoral reforms, as all
three 2018 referenda passed handily. While
Proposal 1 legalized recreational marijuana
in the state, Proposals 2 and 3 addressed such
issues as gerrymandering and voter access,
both passing with over 60 percent “yes"
votes.
Proposal 2 transferred the power of
drawing Congressional districts from the
state legislature to a 13-member independent
redistricting commission. This was
essentially to offset the power of a majority
one-party government in “gerrymandering”
and ensuring control in the government by
“packing” and “cracking” the opposition
vote. Following the 2010 census, Michigan
Republicans had a “trifecta” in the
government (holding the governorship and
both state legislative chambers) and exerted
such power.
While the issue of gerrymandering
has received considerable energy from
the Democratic side, it remains a mostly
bipartisan issue, with related referendum in
other states, like Ohio and Colorado, also
being approved. Most of the effects of this
proposal will be relevant following the 2020
census, which is currently being collected.
Proposal 3 included a significant amount
of reforms, which were applicable beginning
with the 2019 elections. These reforms were
solidified in the Michigan Constitution
rather than by statute and include straightticket voting, automatic voter registration,
same-day voter registration, and no-excuse
absentee voting during the 40 days before
an election, all of which make it significantly
easier to vote.
It is likely we will see more effects during
this primary of increased absentee ballots
and same-day registration, especially on how
they affect voter turnout and clerk staffing.
According to mLive, highly populated
Michigan counties such as Kalamazoo and
Washtenaw Counties have seen a “healthy
increase” in voter registration and doubled
the number of absentee ballots from 2016.

While this could present some issues in
tabulation, Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson
has pushed for easing the challenges to clerks
by allowing them to begin counting absentee
ballots before Election Day. She explains
in a Michigan Radio interview that “... if
you have twice as many ballots that you’re
counting as you were in the past election
cycle, you need more time or you need more
machines.” It is possible that the increased
absentee ballots and voter registration will
draw out voting for a few hours absent early
tabulation, though it is likely not comparable
to what happened in Iowa. An episode
of Michigan Radio’s Stateside addresses
Benson’s proposal, which hit a wall in the
legislature.
The straight-ticket voting feature won’t
be applicable until the general election in
November, as voters in the primary will
either receive a Democratic or Republican
ballot, given they choose a partisan ballot at
all.
So what’s next? Many advocates for
voting rights, specifically the ACLU and
Rock The Vote, have ideas for more reforms
Michigan could embrace. Rock The Vote,
specifically, continues to rate Michigan as a
slacker in voting rights.
One idea is to make those who are turning
18 by the general election able to vote in the
primary, a reform present in a third of states
including our neighbors Ohio and Indiana.
The push for this reform is strongest by
those who emphasize increasing young voter
turnout and those who find the nomination
process to be an integral part of the general
election.
There is currently nothing in the
Constitution (or the corresponding 26th
Amendment asserting the right of 18-yearolds to vote) which prohibits states from
allowing 17-year-olds to vote in a primary
or caucus, and state parties could argue for
allowing them to vote by asserting their
First Amendment freedom of association
rights, requiring no official legislative action.
Currently, those who are 17 and turning 18
by the general election are allowed to preregister to vote in the general but remain
unable to vote in the primary.
Given that this reform does not take an

amendment to the Michigan Constitution or
official state legislative action, it is something
to look into, although cementing it through
statute or amendment would increase its
staying power. I would be in favor of such
voting expansion.
Other reforms are online voter
registration, relaxed voter identification
laws, less restrictive ballot access laws,
ranked-choice voting, and the joining of the
National Popular Vote Interstate Compact.
Note: these are only suggestions for meeting
the general goal of increased voter access;
not all of them are necessarily conducive to
election security and stability.
There have also been attempts to
restrict ballot access. One notable attempt
is former Gov. Rick Snyder’s Michigan
House Bill 6595 which created a distribution
requirement for the collection of signatures
to put issues on the ballot; signatures in
any individual district could not exceed
15 percent of the total collected statewide,
creating a significant roadblock to ballot
access by making any initiative petition
require signature collections from seven
congressional districts at minimum. The bill,
however, was overturned by a court ruling in
late January 2020. Other restrictive measures
include strict requirements for registration
and voter identification laws.
While there are no likely voting rightsrelated measures on the Michigan 2020
ballot, there is some advocacy in the works
for reforms such as ranked-choice voting.
My inclination is that state parties and
officials are looking to see the impact of the
2018 reforms before seriously considering
any further resolutions, and I approve of
this hesitation. While I personally am in
favor of the measures which passed in 2018,
I’m a bit reluctant to pursue more reforms
until there is more data available and all
current reforms are put to the test. The ballot
restrictions, however, have also probably
deterred advocacy groups from pushing for
ballot access pending the Michigan Supreme
Court’s decision on the standing of HB 6595.
Regardless, I look forward to seeing how
increased ballot access affects the primary on
March 10.
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Going into election night, Michigan was
considered a must-win for Sanders. Many of
his surrogates and pundits/pollsters pointed
to his 2016 upset, suggesting it could very
well happen again. Others weren’t so sure. I
fell solidly into the latter category.
The entire primary race thus far has
been a referendum on Sanders-style leftism
while previous cycles, including the 2018
midterms, were more of a referendum on
Trump, especially in the suburbs which
turned over the House to the Democrats
(such Democratic candidates in Michigan
are Haley Stevens and Elissa Slotkin,
both of which fall into the more moderate
camp of the Democratic party). Going into
Tuesday night, I was personally sick of the
referendum on Bernie and was ready for it to
turn into another on Trump; I was fully proBiden to make that happen.
There are many reasons Bernie took
Michigan in 2016, most of which being
related to anti-Clinton sentiment, increased
young voter turnout, and the happenstance of
the Republican primary happening alongside
the Democratic primary.
Still, polling has been consistently not
very good in Michigan, allowing 2016
to be the upset it was (Clinton had been
slated to win by over 20 percentage points).
Uncertainty still loomed Tuesday night over
whether Sanders could replicate that upset,
especially in voting blocs he won over in
2016, namely working-class whites.
Sanders had several rallies this week
in Grand Rapids and Ann Arbor, where
he received an endorsement from civil
rights leader Jesse Jackson in the first and
drew crowds larger than 10,000 people in
the second. Still, much of his support was
predicted to be in liberal enclaves like Ann
Arbor and Lansing. Sanders beat Clinton by
12 points in Washtenaw County in 2016 and
did not perform similarly this cycle.
Biden had surrogates Gov. Gretchen
Whitmer and Amy Klobuchar argue his case
until he appeared alongside Kamala Harris at
a Monday Detroit rally following her welltimed endorsement.
Biden performed strongly in the same
places Hillary did in 2016 - that much is
true. But while Sanders swarmed in rural
counties in 2016, Biden took most of them
back. He was predicted to win by a healthy
23 percent statewide, which has considerably
less factors cutting into it than Clinton’s 2016
run.
There were signs this would be the
case in the results of previous states. Biden
has consistently performed strongly in the
suburbs and among African Americans,
especially following South Carolina. He also
performed well in New England, cutting into
Sanders support alongside a potential spoiler
effect by Warren before she dropped from

the race.
So why wasn’t Joe Biden Hillary 2.0 in
Michigan? There are several explanations.
The first is that Biden’s voting blocs are
considerably more moderate and pragmatic,
especially in the case of black and suburban
voters. Most of them believe that Biden not
only has a better chance of defeating Trump,
but also that he is a healthier top-of-the-ticket
option for Democrats running in purple
districts and swing states. Steve Bullock,
former presidential hopeful who was
reluctant to run for the Senate in Montana,
piqued his interest in running at the prospect
of Biden running (this is good for Democrats,
as Bullock is the most popular Democrat in
Montana and truly has a fighting chance).
There is also an argument to make,
however, that there were many anti-Sanders
votes from people who find his promises to
be empty and his self-avowed democratic
socialist label would prove to be an easy
target for GOP opposition efforts.
Finally, on the issues, Biden really isn’t
moderate by many standards. His plan for
combating the opioid crisis is the most
expansive in the field, his public option is still
a significant step toward universal healthcare
coverage, and he has a history of getting
key votes for progressive policies in the
legislature. He has moved pretty significantly
to the left of former party standard-bearer
Hillary Clinton, while perhaps not turning
off those in the true center to the same degree
she did. Finally, Sanders didn’t cut into his
working-class white vote probably because
Biden has historically advocated for unions’
ability to collectively bargain for things like
their own healthcare plans and drives real
concrete progress on kitchen table working
class issues.
It is important to note that Biden’s support
from two key demographics - black voters
and white working class voters - is important
in that those two groups are exponentially
important to turn out in the general election.
While primaries are quite different than
general elections, these groups supporting
a more “establishment” Democrat is a
better sign for 2020 prospects than Bernie’s
capitalization on anti-Hillary protest votes in
2016.
Now likely nominee Biden will have to
begin pulling in young voters, a demographic
he has struggled with as Bernie has also
failed to generate significant youth turnout
in the race. I am personally ready for Biden
to make the race yet another referendum on
Donald Trump, and I hope Sanders drops out
soon to help meet that end.
Further, I am hopeful that the Sanders
campaign avoids deflecting blame for its
own disappointing showing, as Bernie has
historically railed against the mainstream
media and the “establishment” as the cause
of his decline - and his voters buy into the
mentality. It’s time for the party - and its most
stubborn voters - to truly coalesce around
Biden and bolster down-ticket Democrats.
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33 EMU students and 2 faculty
self-quarantined after returning
from study abroad trip in Italy
AUSTIN ELLIOTT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

33 EMU students and two faculty
members have returned from a study
abroad trip to Italy and are currently
self-quarantined in their homes as health
officials continue to assess the dangers
that the new coronavirus disease poses in
the United States.
There were two different study abroad
groups, both of which left the United
States on Feb. 21, and returned on
Sunday, March 1.
Prior to Feb. 21, Italy had only 3
confirmed cases of the coronavirus. That
day, however, cases began to explode in
the country. By Sunday, March 1, there
were 1,694 confirmed cases of the virus
in Italy with 34 total deaths reported.
As of Friday, March 6, Italy has 4,636
confirmed cases.
Most of the cases in Italy have been
clustered in the northern part of the
country. Both EMU study abroad groups
visited Florence and one group visited
Venice, both of which are located in
northern Italy. Both groups also visited
Rome.
There are currently no confirmed cases
of the coronavirus at Eastern Michigan
University or in Michigan. EMU
Executive Director of Media Relations,
Geoff Larcom, said that it’s unclear how
many students from the study abroad trip
have exhibited symptoms and that he was
also unaware of how many of them have
been tested for the virus.
According to 7 Action News, at least
two students from the trip had reported
symptoms but have tested negative for
the virus.
When the groups returned on
Sunday, March 1, they were told to selfmonitor for symptoms, per the CDC’s
recommendation, but were allowed back
on campus. Days later, the CDC changed

its recommendation to self-quarantine for
14 days, and as a result, those involved
in the study abroad trip returned to their
homes. None of the students or faculty are
currently on campus.
University administration has also
suspended
all
University-sponsored
travel to any countries with a level three
or level four travel restriction placed on
it by the U.S. Department of State. All
future University-sponsored travel to
China, South Korea, Italy, and Iran is
currently suspended.
“I’m kind of worried about [the
coronavirus],” EMU student Lashon
Mays said. “I hope it doesn’t get severe
because I will leave [campus].”
Some students have expressed
concerns about future study abroad trips.
“I’m trying to study abroad next year
in Japan, and I know [the virus] has
already hit there, so that’s a little scary,”
EMU student Ashley Rodriguez said.
Another EMU student, Kotomi
Nagata, said that she lives in Wise Hall
and her Residential Advisor had returned
from Italy. She had seen the RA earlier
this week wearing a mask as a precaution,
though any students involved in the study
abroad trips are no longer on campus.
When asked about how they think the
University is handling concerns about the
coronavirus, many students were grateful
for the frequent updates the university has
provided.
“I’m glad they’re informing us about
it, keeping us updated with all of the
trips that are cancelled and people going
on these trips that are coming back,”
Rodriguez said.
EMU students and faculty have been
updated by email with updates regarding
the risk to students and the community. You
can also find all announcements made by
the University regarding the coronavirus
at emich.edu/uhs/coronavirus/index.php.
To see a list of all travel restrictions, see
the U.S. Department of State’s website.
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Reid Scott resigns from EMU Student
Senate following backlash on campus
SOPHIA KALAKAILO
NEWS EDITOR

Reid Scott has resigned from the EMU
Student Senate as of Mar. 2 after the Office
of the Student Body President released
a statement calling for his removal or
resignation from the Senate on Instagram
as well as in response to the EMU Black
Student Union’s statement.
The calls for resignation came after
photos from 2011 surfaced of Scott wearing
black-face.
“As Student Body leadership, our clear
and uncompromising position is that Senator
Scott must go as soon as possible. As a result,
we are publicly calling upon all Student
Senators to vote to remove Senator Scott on
the date of the impeachment trial. We are also
publicly calling upon Senator Scott to do the
right thing and resign immediately to prevent
causing further harm to the communities he
is sworn to represent,“ the statement from the
Office of the Student Body President read.
In an apology statement, Scott said,

“Resigning is the only thing I can do to make
things right . . . I cannot make any excuses
for what has come out . . . It was despicable
and blatantly offensive. . ."
A statement released by the EMU Black
Student Union prior to Scott’s resignation
called for Scott’s removal and improved
vetting of Student Government candidates,
“Scott’s actions are irrefutably racist. Yet,
unfortunately, his actions are indicative of
our national climate and our university.”
The statement continued, “The Black
students of [EMU] are more than deserving
of leaders who will not only acknowledge
our identities but will respect and accept us.”
See their Instagram and Twitter posts to read
the full statement.
Kyra Mitchell, Director of Diversity and
Community Outreach said in a statement,
“Before I am a Student Government leader,
I am a Black student on this campus, and as
a black student and person, I am absolutely
enraged by the actions of Senator Reid
Scott."
“. . . making [the photo] a visible profile

picture proves that he condones these types
of actions,” Mitchell continued.
In a separate statement, Mitchell
encouraged all students to vote in upcoming
Student Government Elections, “While Scott
no longer serves in his Senator position, we
want to stress the importance of voting and
remind everyone that Student Government
elections will be taking place on March 25
and 26 through your my.emich account.”
Students that would like to discuss
this topic or learn more about the electoral
process at EMU should email kmitch34@
emich.edu, or go to room 342 in the Student
Center.
Note: The Echo is currently working on a
student reaction piece and would like to give
students of color, as well as organizations
representing students of color, a platform to
share their thoughts. Throughout the week,
the Echo will be reaching out to Black
student organization leaders to complete
this piece. Contact news@easternecho.com
and editor@easternecho.com for interest in
participation.

Eastern Michigan University agrees
to a 30-year contract to place four
electronic billboards on campus
DAN D’INTRONO

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The Eastern Michigan Board of Regents
agreed at their Feb. 13 meeting to allow
Civic Media Group LLC (CMG) to build
and operate electronic signage “at strategic
locations” on the University’s campus.
The agreement would allow the signage
to be operated by CMG for a period of 30
years. At the end of the 30-year agreement,
EMU will obtain ownership of the signs as
well as any capital or otherwise structural
improvements to the property.
In the agreement, it is stated that CMG
will be responsible for all costs associated
with the operation and construction of the
signage. CMG will pay to the university
a monthly rent at 25% of the “previous
month’s net signage values” according to
the recommendation made by the board.
In addition, 25% of the ad space provided
by the signs will also be permitted by the
agreement to allow EMU to promote itself
and university events, and in so doing the
agreement allows the university to utilize
two sections of the ad rotation on any of

the signs.
During the Board of Regents meeting,
university spokesperson and executive
director of media relations, Geoff Larcom,
described the signs as billboards.
Examples of signage, including
billboards, used by the university are
visible on the Division of Communications
website under “brand samples.”
In the agreement, it is mandated that
CMG will maintain the upkeep of the
signage. In addition, CMG is prohibited
by the agreement to promote or show
any adult content or tobacco products
as well as any political, ideological or
religious messages. CMG will obtain
general liability insurance for the signs at
a minimum of $1 million.
According to the university, the fiscal
implications of the sign are an estimated
$2.5 million over the agreement period of
30 years. Sources of revenue consist of
the university’s ad space, the university’s
share of the net revenue split, avoided
upfront capital to avoid signage and the
avoided cost of sign replacements for the
30-year period.

In a move to increase university funding,
EMU has entered similar partnerships in
recent years. At the June 21, 2016 Board
of Regents meeting a ten-year contract,
beginning July 1, 2016, was agreed to
with Compass Group North America –
Chartwells Higher Education (Chartwells)
in which on-campus dining operations
were privatized. At the Dec. 17, 2017
meeting of the board, an agreement with
Preston Hollow Capital LLC permitted
LAZ Parking to operate EMU’s parking
services in a public-private partnership.
The dining partnership is estimated to
bring the university $40 million over the
life of the agreement. In the LAZ Parking
partnership, EMU received an upfront
payment of $55 million.
In December 2018, EMU extended the
campus laundry equipment partnership
that it has held with Wash Multifamily
Laundry System for additional 10 years.
The approximate yearly revenues provided
to the university through this agreement is
$85,000, which is close in value to this
most recent signage agreement.

The second annual Black
Excellence Mixer builds
bonds and opportunities
GRACE THOMPSON
ARTS REPORTER

On Wednesday, Mar. 4, Charis Bly
brought EMU its second annual Black
Excellence Mixer in the McKenny Hall
ballroom. The event was also sponsored
by The Delta Nu Chapter of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity Inc and the EMU Student
Government.
Walking into the event, the line went out
the door, with crowds of people waiting to
get in and check it out. The smell of pizza,
cookies and soul food gave the guests a
preview of what to expect.
Once inside, student booths lined the walls
and today's popular music blasted producing
a comfortable feel to the environment. Guests
wandered from group to group learning from
each other and bonding with each other.
Some even started group dances around the
ballroom.
Assortments of food catered to everyone's
tastes and needs. One of the goals for the
night was to provide a space for students who
might be dealing with food insecurities to be
able to enjoy a good meal.
As a Resident Assistant in EMU’s Sellers
Hall, Bly created the Black Excellence
Mixer last year in order to allow students
of color to survey student organizations and
businesses, as well as come together as a
group and socialize. Now, over 50 groups
came together to mingle.
“I always felt there was a need for us as a
black community to come together especially
with all the racial biases that are going on. I
felt like we needed a special space for just
us,” explained Bly.
Describing differences from the event last
year, to this year, Bly described the major
changes she observed.
“My first year it was in Sellers Hall, a
big event, but not nearly as big as it is now
and it just had organizations. But one day I
was scrolling through Twitter and I decided

I wanted to incorporate some of the black
businesses as well. I know Eastern has a
lot of students who are multi-talented and
looking to make a side hustle, while also
going to school. So I thought, let me give
them a platform with my free platform of
being an RA. I could give them room, give
them a table and use my resources to help
someone else,” continued Bly.
Donacal Clemons of The Delta Nu
Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc,
was astounded by the growth of the program.
He hopes it will continue to grow in the years
to come.
“Who knows, next year we might have
to go to the Convocation Center” stated
Clemons.
However, Clemons also hopes that in the
future they will be able to get athletic teams
involved and always maintain the strong
platform.
“I wish we had more sports teams. I feel
like providing that space where athletes are
able to interact with students would help
them gain more attendance at their games
and their events. It is important being able to
provide a space where students of color are
able to come and feel accepted and be able to
look for things that may resonate with them,
whether it is an organization or a business
they want to support. ” aspired Clemons.
Malaysha Easter and Monae Royale are
members of the EMU Eaglettes. They had a
stand, but also took the time to explore other
groups themselves.
“We are all family, it is a large community
of black people at EMU and I hope that
everyone knows that we are here for each
other. I hope people can take this as a bonding
event,” said Easter.
“Over 50 organizations came out to one
event to support each other and it shows
that we all love and support one another.
After everything we have been through as
a community we can still come out and do
greatness,” added Royale.
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Wok Mandu is a must-try ‘Hillary’ offers a nuanced
and involved look into
the career and public
image of Hillary Clinton
HEATHER WEIGEL
OPINIONS EDITOR

FENRIK GOERLITZ

ASSISTANT OPINIONS EDITOR
I was in downtown Ypsi last week and
walking out of a poetry slam event at the
Riverside Arts Center with a friend when
I realized how hungry I was. Being in the
downtown area and being a vegetarian,
I couldn’t really think of any good goto restaurants that wouldn’t be super
expensive.
The friend I was with suggested we
walk to Encuentro Latino, a Guatemalan
restaurant around the block. I said okay,
and then we were on our way.
Unfortunately, Encuentro Latino was
closed for the night. It was truly heartbreak
for my stomach as we got up to the doors
and saw that all the lights were turned
off. But after considering how hungry we
were, we vowed not to give up. Walking
around the corner, a lit-up place caught
our eyes. Our pace quickened, and soon
we were opening the door and soaking up
some amazing smells.
We had arrived at Wok Mandu, a
new restaurant in downtown Ypsilanti

- across from the College of Business which serves up authentic Nepalese and
Himalayan cuisine.
I examined the menu with scrutiny,
looking for vegetarian options. I was
delighted to quickly find many and
eventually decided on stir fry. You get to
pick your protein, vegetables, sauce, and
type of noodle. I got tofu, water chestnuts,
broccoli, mushrooms, and onions on top
of udon noodles, all soaked in old school
stir fry sauce. It was only $7.99! My
friend eventually decided on their okra
with a potato dish, which came with soup
and naan as well.
After ordering, we sat down and
waited for our food. I quickly noticed
how clean the dining room was. I also
noticed that Wok Mandu seems to attract
a lot of locals, as the people who came in
seemed to have a good rapport with the
workers. Thankfully, we didn’t have to
wait very long for our food. In just about
ten minutes, our food was set down on the
table before us. It all looked amazing.
My first bite confirmed what my eyes
had already told me, and I savored every
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last bite of the stir-fry. The sauce, noodles,
vegetables, and tofu created a wonderful
combination - warm, filling goodness.
My stomach thanked me for not giving up
after seeing Encuentro Latino closed up.
Wok Mandu opened Dec. 27, of last
year, so it’s only in its third month of
business. I encourage you to support the
restaurant with your patronage due to
it being a local one-off business and a
provider of great food.
The only complaint I have is that our
food was served with plastic utensils. It’s
neither a sustainable nor environmentally
friendly practice to throw away so much
plastic, and I encourage Wok Mandu to
switch to metal or hard plastic silverware
that can be washed and continually reused.
With that said, I still encourage you
to try out Wok Mandu. They have an
extensive menu and cater to vegetarians
and vegans. I don’t think you’ll regret it.
I rate this restaurant 4 out of 5 swoops.

Birds of Prey’s progressive storyline
paves the way for possible sequel

The day the Hillary docuseries
appeared on Hulu - Friday, March 6 - was
the day it fell in my “Recommended” list.
Is anyone surprised?
I had been planning to find something
to use as background noise while I
completed my homework and articles, but
I figured, “Hey, why not watch just one
episode?”
Well, I finished the series in a single
night and figured I’d turn my bingeing
into something productive.
I didn’t know what to expect from the
series; like many others, Hillary Clinton
has a tendency to give me mixed feelings.
Does she stand for most of what I stand
for? Yes. Has she often unfairly been
the target of smear campaigns for things
largely out of her control? Yes. Is her
stoic and closed-off demeanor sometimes
off-putting? Absolutely. The docuseries,
however, places all of these in a different
light and veers back and forth, making
the former First Lady both a victim and
a champion.
The docuseries covers Hillary’s
upbringing, entry into politics, and time
as First Lady of Arkansas and, later,
the United States, while also paying
due diligence to her time in the Senate
and State Department and her two
unsuccessful runs for President.
When put in context, there are many
things about the docuseries which make
you think deeply about the complicated
relationship between Hillary and the
public. It focuses on the central narrative
that she spent years in law school
learning that a woman needs to suppress
her emotions to be taken seriously while
later facing public backlash for her cold
demeanor.
She attempts in the interviews to
combat the notion that she doesn’t
have feelings, that she’s dishonest, etc.,
sometimes digging her further into a
hole. That can definitely be said about
her opinions toward primary challenger
Bernie Sanders, which came across to the
public as deflecting blame for her loss in
2016.
I think the most sobering segment in
the docuseries was the one which revolved
around Bill’s extramarital affairs and the
criticism Hillary received for sticking by
a cheating husband - because, you know,
it’s not Bill’s fault or anything. Both
Clintons got very self aware and honest
in their interviews, which was refreshing,
but I don’t think Bill Clinton has faced
the same scrutiny as his wife for his own
actions.
Hillary Clinton came into 2016 riding
the notion that she was the most popular
woman in politics; she held that title for
17 years until beaten out by Michelle

Obama, after all. A primary challenge
from the left and the GOP opposition
machine casting doubt over her character,
her competence, her health, etc. (which
her progressive challenger also bent into)
contributed to soiling her chances of
becoming the first woman president.
(It is worth noting, however, the
methodology for deciding who was “most
admired” - it was collected by allowing
people to simply mention the name of the
figure they most admired, and 15% was
the highest percentage - toward Michelle
Obama. Clinton was 4%, as was Melania
Trump.)
All identity politics aside, however,
she did have a clear history pushing for
change as an advocate and public servant
(two very different roles in creating
said change.) If not a more fair picture
of Hillary’s role in the government and
public psyche, it at least gave a more
nuanced one. While the documentary
could have used more perspectives by
her opponents, it gave quite a bit of lip
service to her own self-reflection and
harsh judgment of her own record.
Hillary also had her own shortcomings
and was not simply victim to things out
of her control, although much of the
opposition was carefully framed and
ignored integral facts. The docuseries
covered a lot of the unknowns and
uncontrollables, while it could have also
painted a picture of her own self-inflicted
shortcomings.
Still, anyone frustrated by gender
biases in politics or anyone facing sexism
in politics themselves can probably relate
on some level to the double standards
portrayed in Clinton’s career. Those
disappointed by Warren dropping out of
the 2020 race probably have a bit of that
ill will, as they are now forced to choose
between two white septuagenarians
in what once was the most diverse across gender and race - primary field in
American history. These two white men
have, admittedly, probably not faced the
same kind of scrutiny a woman in politics
receives and while not ignoring some of
Warren’s own shortcomings, some of her
criticism did seem to have a gendered
angle.
At its core, the docuseries showed the
complicated and controversial human that
is Hillary Clinton. I predict that Hillary
Clinton will remain a polarizing figure
for years to come, while some see her as
“what could have been” and others see her
as “what never should have been.” While
the docuseries probably won’t change
these perceptions, it met expectations for
a careful overview of Hillary’s career.
I give the “Hillary” docuseries 4 out
of 5 Swoops.

Demi Lovato shows strength
and confidence in her new
music video for ‘I Love Me’
LAYLA MCMURTRIE
COLUMNIST

IMAGE COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. PICTURES

DEANGELO HAWKINS-CLAY
COLUMNIST

Birds of Prey (and the Fantabulous
Emancipation of One Harley Quinn) is an
American superhero film based on the comic
book team Birds Of Prey. In this cinematic
adaptation of the team, Black Canary/
Dinah Lance is played by Jurnee Smollett,
Huntress/Helena Bertinelli is played by
Mary Elizabeth Winstead, Renee Montoya is
played by Rosie Perez, and Ella Jay Basco
is played by Cassandra Cain. That’s some
pretty great talent which shines acting out a
great plot.
The film starts with Harley Quinn outside
of the Suicide Squad and being dumped
by the Joker. She finds herself to be the #1
target on everyone in Gotham’s list. At the
top of that list happens to be Roman Sionis/
Black Mask played by Ewan Mcregor. Ewan
manages to convince the audience how truly
horrible he is in some intense scenes that
are acted out in such great fashion. Along
with Roman as a villain, we have Victor
Zsasz played by Chris Messina which does

Opinions Editor: Heather Weigel

a great job in bringing authenticity and real
vulgarness to the role.
With a hit now out on Harley, she tries
to find the only girl who will be able to save
her-Cassandra Cain, a young pickpocket.
Now on that same hit-list as Harley, both find
themselves in constant danger throughout
the film. Margot Robbie does an amazing
job as Harley Quinn, starring in a career
making role I feel could be compared to
Hugh Jackman playing Wolverine. This
was truly a role Robbie was born to play.
Delivering an authentic yet chaotic and
hilarious performance truly worthy of being
in the DC extended film universe. On par
with Robbie, Mary Elizabeth Winstead and
Jussie Smollett both delivered exhilarating
performances leaving the viewers hungry for
more of the Birds Of Prey women.
Renee Montoya’s character was also
done well in the adaption of the film. Renee’s
character having close ties to batwoman in
the comic book series was utilized in a great
way and played a fluent part in progressing
the storyline. While simetaneously other
characters in the film helped push the film

to the chaotic greatness that it is. Filled with
color, amazing action, and fighting sequences
the film goes down on my list as an amazing
superhero adaption. Aesthetically pleasing
set designs with an all around gritty feel
make Birds Of Prey more than an average
superhero film.
Birds of Prey is truly one for the books
as it shows the women as kick ass characters
who have to come together and put their
differences aside for a common purpose.
With a progressive storyline that could
potentially lead to further sequels, it was
great to see the way things were wrapped
up. We can certainly expect to see Harley in
2021 for The Suicide Squad.
With an amazing soundtrack that
contributes to the overall theme of BOP, the
music in the film is just another reason you
find yourself loving the film.
5/5 SWOOPS

opinions@easternecho.com

Just a little over a month after her return
to music at the 62nd Annual Grammys, Demi
Lovato has premiered a new upbeat single
all about her struggles with self love and
acceptance.
“I Love Me” was released alongside an
official music video, which includes tons of
hidden messages and clever scenes. Unlike
her past two soft, emotional singles “Anyone”
and “Sober,” this new song is more of a fun
radio pop-hit.
“Flipping through all of these magazines /
Telling me who I’m supposed to be / Way too
good at camouflage / Can’t see what I am, I
just see what I’m not,” Lovato belts.
Nonetheless, the song’s lyrics are
still super heartfelt and raw, containing a
meaningful message and good vibes.
The video starts with Lovato sitting on
a coach in a nice penthouse when suddenly
two duplicates appear: one dark, dressed in all
black, seeming to be her bad side, and another
meditating peacefully, all dressed in white.
“Cause I’m a black belt when I’m beating
up on myself / But I’m an expert at giving
love to somebody else / Me, myself and I /
Don’t see eye to eye,” she sings.
Lovato then defeats her dark side and
begins walking down the streets of New York
City. On the way, she passes by people who
seem to be lookalikes of her and her sister
with her mother, as well as herself and The

Jonas Brothers during their Camp Rock days.
Reminiscing on these old memories show that
she is ready to move on to the future and new
successes.
Soon, an entourage of people begin
dancing behind the artist as she finally seems
to allude to her 2018 overdose, reaching out
to a woman on a stretcher being put into an
ambulance.
“I’m my own worst critic / Talk a whole
lot of shit / But I’m a ten out of ten / Even
when I forget,” Lovato sings on the bridge.
This song is empowering and a perfect
beginning to Women’s History Month that
presents a strong and independent woman
who has grown drastically as both an artist
and an individual.
During her recent appearance in The Ellen
Show, Lovato stated that “I Love Me,” is one
of the songs on her upcoming album that is
more positive and lighthearted. However,
there are also many tracks that are more raw
and honest that will surely bring tears to your
eyes.
While I personally enjoy her more
stripped, emotional songs, I still really like
this new song’s tone and sound. Nonetheless,
I am super excited for the release of her entire
LP, and you should definitely check out
Lovato’s new music as well.
I would give this release 4.5 out of 5
Swoops.

@hjweigel
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DARKEST OF EVIL | OWEN DAY

HIJINX DETECTIVES | SARAH ZIMMER

PLAGUE H. DOCTOR | RAY BAKER

LIL CHEEP | AMBERLY GASCON
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How to beat Str8ts –
Like Sudoku, no single number can
repeat in any row or column. But...
rows and columns are divided by black
squares into compartments. These
need to be filled in with numbers that
complete a ‘straight’. A straight is a set
of numbers with no gaps but can be in
any order, eg [4,2,3,5]. Clues in black
cells remove that number as an option
in that row and column, and are not part
of any straight. Glance at the solution to
The solutions will be published here in the next issue.
see how ‘straights’ are formed.
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To complete Sudoku, fill the
board by entering numbers 1 to 9
such that each row, column and
3x3 box contains every number
uniquely.
For many strategies, hints and
tips, visit www.sudokuwiki.org
If you like Str8ts check out our
books, iPhone/iPad Apps and
much more on our store.

DONUT DAYZ | SAM HARDING
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EMU loses 13-6 Eagles come up short on the
against Cincinnati road against Michigan State

MEAGHAN GLANVILLE

MARQUISE GILL TAKES FIRST IN ATHENS, OHIO ON SATURDAY, APRIL 26.

LUKE GREMBAN

SPORTS REPORTER
The Eastern Michigan Eagles (1-12)
baseball team fell in the second game in
their double header against the University of
Cincinnati on March 7. The Eagles came into
today with a 1-10, while the Bearcats came
into this game 5-7, winning five of their past
six games.
Justin Meis had a strong pitching
performance for the Eagles, recording seven
strikeouts on 21 total batters faced. He
finished the day with an ERA of 3.60. He
struck out three of the first 10 batters through
the second inning. Meis protected an Eastern
lead through the fifth inning.
The Eagles first scored in the third inning
after dominant pitching from Kroger. EMU
scored twice in the third inning, a single from
Daniel Warkentin brought Taylor Hopkins in
from second base to score, and a hit from
Jared Kauffman brought in Nick Jones to put
the score at 2-0 in favor of the Eagles.
A wild pitch from Kroger in the fourth
inning allowed Eastern Michigan’s Jeff
Timko to make the score 3-0. The Bearcats’
first run came from a pair of runs batter in

from Eric Santiago, who brought in Wyatt
Stapp and Griffin Merritt to put the score at
3-2, going into the fifth inning.
In the fifth inning, Bearcats pitcher
Nathan Moore put Kauffman on first base
with a walk, bringing Drake Peggs to the
plate. Kauffman stole second base to put
himself in scoring position, which Peggs
capitalized by hitting a single, scoring
Kauffman and bringing Eastern Michigan's
lead to 4-2.
The Bearcats flooded the Eagles with
scoring in the sixth inning, scoring a
combined seven runs off of pitching from
Eastern Michigan’s Justin Reinkall and
Holden Cook. EMU didn’t score another run
until the ninth inning, putting two more runs
on the board. This proved to be too little too
late, though, as Cincinnati pulled away for a
13-6 victory.
Eastern Michigan’s next game is on
Sunday, March 8 against Cincinnati again.
After that, the Eagles will travel to Manhattan
to face Kansas State from March 13 through
March 15. The Eagles’ first home game will
be against Findlay on March 17. They will
also play at home the following day against
Dayton before heading back on the road
against Southern Illinois.

CHANTELLE LOEHNER POSES FOR THE JUDGES ON JAN. 17 AT MCGUIRK ARENA.

CHARLES POST
SPORTS EDITOR

The Eastern Michigan Eagles (3-7, 1-4)
gymnastics team lost their most recent match
versus Michigan State on Saturday, March
7 in East Lansing. The Spartans came away
with a 195.625-194.200 victory, while the
Eagles were led by Jada Rondeau, Emili
Dobronics, Kara Roberts and Caitlin Satler.
On the bars, the Eagles had three athletes
score higher than a 9.600 as Rondeau led the
way with a score of 9.825. She was followed
by Roberts (9.675) and Cali Harden (9.650).
Three other EMU gymnasts competed in the
bars event as Charlotte Reynold and Hannah
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Hartung both had 9.525, while Cortney
Bezold rounded out the team with a 8.975.
As for the vault, Dobronics and Roberts
tied with a team-high 9.750. Three other
Eagles athletes scored better than 9.600.
Harden earned a 9.700, which was the third
best on the team. She was followed by
Hartung, who was just behind at 9.675. Carly
Kosanovich (9.600) and Rondeau (9.475)
were the bottom two finishers for the Eagles.
After the bars and vault, the Eagles had
a combined score of 96.675. The next event
was the floor, and Roberts and Rondeau led
the way with an impressive score of 9.825
each. Satler wasn’t very far behind, as
she totaled a 9.800. The other three EMU
gymnasts were Dobronics (9.750), Mickayla
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Stuckey (9.675) and Kosanovich (9.575).
On the beam, Satler scored a team-high
9.875, just ahead of Shannon Gregory and
Stuckey, who finished with scores of 9.775
and 9.750, respectively. Rondeau earned a
9.625 as she totaled 38.750 for the all-around
score. Roberts also scored a 9.625 on the
beam, finishing with a team-high 38.875 for
the all-around total.
With the loss, the Eagles fall to 3-3
on the road. They were coming off a road
victory over Air Force on Saturday, Feb. 29
in Colorado. Eastern Michigan’s next match
will be against Kent State on Friday, March
13 in Kent at 7 p.m. After that, the Eagles
will compete in the MAC Championships on
Saturday, March 21 in Kalamazoo at 2 p.m.

Opinion: NBA should
allow high schoolers
to jump straight into
the national league
CALEB BURLINGAME

get weekly updates
on top stories

SAGE STEPHENS

In my time as a student at Eastern
Michigan University, I’ve grown to learn
that one particular teenager is seen as
famous in Ypsilanti. Emoni Bates, the
Lincoln High School phenom that has
been regarded as one of the best high
school players since LeBron James and
Zion Williamson, is loved in his city and
nationally watched.
Bates, who has led his hometown
Railsplitters to a 17-3 record this season,
is such an insanely talented player that
some people argue he could play in the
NBA by the end of his senior year of high
school. With a 6’9 frame, elite shooting
ability, and undeniable intangibles, Bates
is undoubtedly a great NBA prospect.
But even if Bates wanted to play in the
NBA after his senior year, he couldn’t. As
of right now, the rule is that generally that
NBA prospects must spend a year in either
college or overseas to be eligible to enter
in the NBA Draft. That’s why you see so
many one-and-done’s (players who spend
one year in college then jump straight to
the NBA), like Zion Williamson and R.J.
Barrett.
Williamson and Barrett were both
regarded as ready for the NBA before
they entered college, so shouldn’t they
have been able to declare for the NBA
draft? Players like LeBron James and
Kobe Bryant were selected straight out
of high school before the rule change,
and both of them have become two of the
greatest players of all time.
If an NBA team scouts you as a high
school player and decides you have the
talent to play in the NBA right away, then
I see no reason as to why they shouldn’t
be able to select you. The rule that high
school players have to spend a year in
college handicaps those who are past

that level of play. It makes them play
competition that is below their skill level,
and thus limits their growth as a player.
There are also injuries to consider.
Injuries can happen to anyone at any
time, but let’s say Bates wanted to enter
the NBA following his senior year of high
school, but was instead forced to enroll in
college for a year. In that year of college,
let’s say he gets injured, and his NBA
future is hurt or entirely ruined. Whose
fault would that be? A coincidental freak
injury might not have happened if he was
allowed to be trained and compete at the
highest level instead of spending time in
college.
A selection to the NBA is virtually
a guarantee that you will become a
millionaire. An NBA contract alone can
bring hundreds of thousands of dollars,
not considering endorsements and jersey
sales. Young players are becoming
nervous to risk that money on a year in
college, as a potential injury can cripple
NBA dreams. You see players like James
Wiseman, who was supposed to be
playing his freshman year at Memphis
this season, sit out due to frustrating
NCAA rulings and fear of injury.
This could become an ongoing trend
in highly talented college freshman. Why
risk millions of dollars when you could
just sit out entirely? Why were they in
college in the first place?
All of these issues could be solved
if the NBA abolished the rule that
requires players to compete in one year
of collegiate play. Those that are good
enough after high school enter the NBA,
and those who aren’t can develop in
college. It’s the best option for all parties
and allows NBA talent to get what they
deserve.
I hope that by the time Bates is a
senior that we see him go straight from
the Ypsilanti hardwood to an NBA arena.

@mat_moofaruh
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Eagles lose 70-54 on the road
Binelli starts hot but
versus Western Michigan Broncos EMU falls to Toledo
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CHARLES POST
SPORTS EDITOR

ZACH STURGILL
EMU GUARDS DARION SPOTTSVILLE AND CHRIS JAMES TALK TOGETHER AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER ON NOV. 8.

ZACH STURGILL

SPORTS REPORTER
The Western Michigan Broncos (13-17,
6-11) defended their home court in a win
against the Eastern Michigan Eagles (1614, 6-11) in Kalamazoo at University Arena
on Tuesday night. EMU tied the Broncos
at 35 with 17:07 left in the second half
before being outscored 20-8 in the final nine
minutes, ending with a 70-54 loss.
Ty Groce led the Eagles with 11 points,
four rebounds and two blocks. Darion
Spottsville and Yeikson Montero both scored
10 points for EMU. Boubacar Toure grabbed
12 rebounds but made just one basket from
the field. Brandon Johnson scored a gamehigh 20 points and had 12 rebounds with two
blocks for WMU. Michael Flowers added 12
points and Rafael Cruz Jr. scored 10 points.
The game was a chance for EMU coach
Rob Murphy’s first regular season sweep
against both Western Michigan and Central
Michigan. The Eagles haven’t swept the

in-state rivals since the 1999-2000 season.
Despite the loss, the Eagles finish the regular
season 3-1 against their two major rivals.
Montero scored the game’s first basket
for EMU but Western had a surge just after
and went up six points with a layup made by
Patrick Emilien with 12:22 left in the first
half. The Eagles came back five minutes later
after a made 3-pointer by Noah Morgan to tie
the score at 16.
Western Michigan’s B. Artis White
answered immediately with a 3-pointer on
the other end. Spottsville and Groce scored
layups to retake the lead. Morgan scored
eight and White scored nine on the night.
EMU’s last lead of the first half was with
4:26 left at 22-21. Johnson and Flowers
tacked on points for WMU to head into the
half with a 31-27 lead. The Eagles shot 2-for11 from 3-point range and Montero had eight
points in the first half.
Thomas Binelli hit a 3-pointer for the
first score after halftime for EMU to make
it 31-30. Johnson scored on the other end,

then Spottsville made layups on two straight
possessions to take the lead at 34-33. Flowers
made a jump shot for WMU and Groce made
two free throws for the Eagles’ last lead of
the game with 17:01 remaining. Binelli
scored five points and shot 1-for-11 from
3-point range for the game.
WMU kept the separation on the
scoreboard for the rest of the night, shooting
44% from the field and out-rebounding
EMU 23-17 in the second half. The Broncos
shot 25 free throws and the bench scored
an impressive 23 points. EMU shot just
20% from long range, their eighth game of
shooting 20% or below on the season.
Eastern Michigan’s final regular season
game will be on the road against the Toledo
Rockets on Friday, March 6 at Savage
Arena in Toledo. After that, the Eagles will
begin preparing for the MAC Tournament,
which starts on Monday, March 9. EMU is
locked in to play in the first round but their
opponent and the venue will be determined
on Saturday night.

The Eastern Michigan Eagles (16-15,
6-12) men’s basketball team lost their
final regular season game of the year to the
Toledo Rockets (16-15, 8-10) on Friday,
March 6 at Savage Arena in Toledo. The
Eagles were led by Thomas Binelli, who
finished the game with 12 points and three
rebounds. Luke Knapke had 16 points and
12 rebounds for the Rockets.
“We’ve had a tough home record this
year but this one meant the most for us.
Luke is Luke. You’re not going to find
another big man like him,” said Toledo
point guard Marreon Jackson. “This
season is not done. We’re going to make a
run for it starting on Monday. We have a
chip on our shoulder.”
Binelli gave the Eagles an early lead as
he connected on back-to-back 3-pointers,
putting EMU up 6-2 with 18:41 remaining
in the first half. Knapke continued battling
for the Rockets, though, as he scored
seven of his team’s first 10 points. Binelli
hit his third 3-pointer of the night with
7:16 left in the half as the Eagles trailed
21-17.
Noah Morgan kept the momentum
going for EMU as he got to the rim and
converted a layup, pulling his team within
two points. A few minutes later, Binelli
knocked down his fourth 3-pointer of the
half but Eastern Michigan still trailed 2724. Ty Groce scored the final bucket of
the first half as Toledo held a 32-26 lead
at the break.
Despite trailing by six points, the
Eagles competed hard and were playing
high level defense. EMU blocked three
shots, compared to just one for the
Rockets. Eastern Michigan also forced
poor shooting from Toledo as UT made
just 35.7% of their shots from the field.
EMU was shooting 42.3% from the field
in the first 20 minutes.

Binelli led all scorers with 12 points
and two rebounds. Yeikson Montero was
second on the team in scoring with six
points. Toledo was led by the dynamic duo
of Knapke and Jackson. They combined
for 20 points, while Knapke grabbed
seven rebounds and Jackson dished out
one assist.
Jackson opened up the second half
with a 3-pointer from the wing, putting
the Rockets up 37-27 and they wouldn’t
look back from there. Spencer Littleson
connected on two consecutive 3-pointers
to extend the lead to 45-29. Shamar
Dillard came in for the Eagles and
provided a spark off the bench as he
found Jalen King for a dunk.
There weren’t a lot of noteworthy
plays for the Eagles in the second half as
it seemed like Toledo just kept increasing
their lead by the minute. The Rockets
went on a 21-12 run, capped off by a
Littleson breakaway dunk, as they built
an insurmountable 68-45 lead. Dillard
had a fast break dunk of his own with
2:25 left in the game.
Despite the loss, the Eagles did get
some productivity from the bench as the
EMU reserves outscored Toledo’s bench
21-2. Eastern Michigan also had a sixpoint advantage in points in the paint.
Jackson led the Rockets with a game-high
26 points and five rebounds. Montero
finished with 12 points and one assist for
the Eagles.
“We just had to move the ball. You
can’t simulate their length. Eastern’s
defense is good. When you move the ball,
good things happen against them and we
moved the ball tonight,” said Toledo head
coach Tod Kowalczyk. “We let Binelli get
going. He was 4-for-5 but they only made
one three in the second half which was
huge for us.”
EMU will begin the MAC Tournament
on Monday, March 9 on the road.

Areanna Combs
scores 22 points
EMU women’s basketball
in home loss
loses regular season finale

CHARLES POST &
JADAN SHORTS
SPORTS EDITOR &
SPORTS REPORTER

ZACH STURGILL
COURTNIE LEWIS BOXES OUT MICAELA KELLY DURING A FREE THROW AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER ON JAN. 22.

TIAUNA ALLEN

SPORTS REPORTER
The Eastern Michigan Eagles (14-15,
9-9) women’s basketball team lost their
last regular season game versus the Central
Michigan Chippewas on Saturday, March
7 at McGuirk Arena in Mount Pleasant.
Courtnie Lewis led EMU with 22 points,
while Areanna Combs totaled 21 points and
four rebounds in the loss.
The game started as a hard fought battle
between the Eagles and Chips. After CMU
took an early 7-3 lead, the Eagles gained
momentum with two quick buckets to tie
the game at seven, prior to the first media
timeout. Shortly after the break, each team
traded buckets. Combs, a redshirt junior,
scored a 3-pointer, which was also her first
shot of the game to lead EMU.
However, the Chips regained momentum
and took a six-point lead at 18-12 after the
first quarter. Going into the second quarter
being down by six points, the Eagles began
to own the period after draining multiple
threes. Lewis and sophomore point guard
Jenna Annecchiarico hit three consecutive
3-pointers to jump out to a lead.

Sports Editor: Charles Post

The Eagles then started a nine-point run.
EMU outscored Central Michigan 29-12
throughout the second quarter and went into
the half with an impressive 14-point lead,
41-27. Lewis dominated the first half for the
Eagles with a team-high 14 points, shooting
5-of-6 from the floor and 4-of-5 from the
3-point line.
Combs had 13 points at the half. The two
combined for 27 first half points. Corrione
Cardwell also contributed with five points off
the bench. The Chips regained momentum
after coming out of the half. Within six
minutes, CMU outscored the Eagles 21-6 in
the third quarter to regain the lead at 48-47.
The Eagles kept fighting back and ended the
third quarter with a three-point lead at 55-52.
However, the Eagles fell short in the
fourth quarter. The Chippewas scored nine
3-pointers in the second half and ultimately
outscored the Eagles 49-28 to close the game
out with a victory. Central Michigan came
from behind and defeated the Eagles, 76-69.
Lewis had a team-high 22 points, shooting
50% from the floor and draining five triples.
To go along with her scoring numbers, Lewis
also grabbed 11 rebounds. Those statistics
gives Lewis her third career double-double

and her first since her freshman campaign.
Combs continued her double-digit
scoring streak with 21 points and four
rebounds to finish the game. Annecchiarico
finished the game with 13 points, while
Cardwell finished with seven points. The
Chips put up better scoring numbers than the
Eagles as they shot an overall 42% from the
floor while the Eagles shot 36%.
The Chips also had the advantage in
scoring behind the line while shooting 39%.
The Eagles weren’t too far behind with a 34%
clip from beyond-the-arc. Central Michigan
also made the most out of their free throws.
The team shot an overall 76% from the foul
line. Meanwhile, the Eagles made 68% of its
foul shots. EMU was also outrebounded 4834 by the Chippewas.
After the loss against CMU, the Eagles
must now focus on the MAC Tournament.
The Eagles will have the No. 7 seed and will
matchup against the No. 10 seed Northern
Illinois Huskies in the first round on Monday,
March 9, at the
Convocation Center. Tip-off will be at 7
p.m. If the Eagles win, they will advance to
the quarterfinals in Cleveland on Wednesday,
March 11.

sports@easternecho.com

The Eastern Michigan (14-14, 9-8)
women’s basketball team wrapped up
their regular season and celebrated Senior
Night against the Western Michigan
Broncos for their last home game of the
season on Wednesday, March 4 at the
Convocation Center. After the Eagles
crushed the Toledo Rockets 64-46 last
week, EMU was ready to get back into
action against the Broncos, who were
only one spot behind EMU in the MAC
standings.
Redshirt junior Areanna Combs led
the way in scoring for Eastern Michigan
with 22 points to go with her seven
rebounds, two blocks and two steals. She
has been one of the best players in the
MAC over the last two months and has
been outstanding for the Eagles in the 21
games she has played this season. Combs
also had 15 points in the win over Toledo.
This is also the ninth game where Combs
has scored 20 or more points during a
game.
Autumn Hudson, who is also a junior,
shot 2-of-3 in the paint for six points
while grabbing 10 rebounds. The Ohio
product’s aggressive play marks just the
second time all season she grabbed at
least 10 boards, while also recording an
assist and a steal. Jenna Annecchiarico
was also impactful on the offensive end
as she dropped nine points in the loss.
In the first quarter, sophomore Juanita
Agosto got a layup to put the Eagles on
the board. Soon after, she put up another
shot and made it again, scoring four of

her six points early on. The Broncos were
able to respond, though, as they grabbed
two scores in the opening minutes of the
second frame to take a 17-13 lead.
Undeterred, the Eagles went on a
9-0 tear in a three-minute stretch to get
back into the game but the Broncos were
able to push back and build their lead to
double digits with 2:54 left in the third
quarter. EMU tried to come back, scoring
a quick eight points, but they still found
themselves down 11 points at the end of
the third period.
Eastern Michigan came back for a fight
in the 4th quarter, scoring three layups
on their first three possessions, cutting
Western Michigan’s lead down to 4338. Although the Eagles were able to get
back into the game, they were ultimately
unable to complete the comeback against
WMU, finishing the game with a 53-49
loss.
Combs and Annecchiarico led the
Eagles with a combined 31 points while
Agosto and Hudson were next in line with
six points each. Corrione Cardwell also
added four points for Eastern Michigan.
Jordan Walker led Western Michigan with
a team-high 14 points and nine rebounds,
while Leighah-Amori Wool added 12
points, six rebounds and two blocks in the
victory.
The Eagles will wrap up their regular
season as they take on their MAC rival
the Central Michigan Chippewas on
Saturday, March 7 in Mount Pleasant. If
EMU can pull off the upset over Central
Michigan, it would be their highest
win total since 2016 when they won
22 games. Following the game against
CMU, the Eagles will participate in the
MAC Tournament beginning on Monday,
March 9.
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THIS VETERAN HAS
EXPERIENCED ENOUGH.
HE SHOULDN’T HAVE TO FIGHT HOUSING
DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF HIS DISABILITY.
Sergio lost his leg and his hearing while serving our country overseas.
Now back home, he was ready to start a new chapter in his life.
But when he found the perfect apartment, the landlord refused to make
a reasonable accommodation to allow his service dog in a “no pets” building.
Then Sergio learned that the Fair Housing Act protects people with disabilities.
He contacted a Fair Housing agency and filed a complaint.
Today, Sergio is feeling right at home.

If you believe you may have experienced housing discrimination,
contact the Fair Housing Center of Southeast & Mid Michigan.

www.fhcmichigan.org
877-979-FAIR

Copy Editor: Jenna Robinson

A public service message from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development in cooperation with the National Fair Housing Alliance.
The federal Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, familial status or disability.
For more information, visit www.hud.gov/fairhousing.
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